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Can Human-Centred Leadership Provide An Access To Love And
Profit?
By Maz Iqbal
“I remember how one day a foreman secretly gave me a piece of bread which I knew he must
have saved from his breakfast ration. It was far more than a small piece of bread which moved
me to tears at the time. It was the “human” something which this man gave me – the word and
the look which accompanied the gift.”
—Viktor Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning
Here is a man existing in a concentration camp. He is aware that he is being worked towards death. He
finds himself starving – day after day. Yet, when he receives a small piece of bread what moves him is
not the bread itself. What moves him, what leaves him grateful, is that “human” something which is
brought forth and given life in the ‘word and the look’ which accompanies the gift of bread. The human
something which transforms Viktor Frankl’s being from that of a thing to that of a human being.
Have we created a space for this human something to show up and dwell in the world of business? You
may be tempted to think so given all the talk of relationship, of service, of engagement, of
collaboration, of partnering, of loyalty. Look beyond this veil and you are likely to see a desert of
genuine-meaningful-cooperative relating: within the organisation, and between the organisation and
its customers, suppliers and partners. Behind the veil of words lies a transactional context where just
about everybody finds that the most functional behaviour is to look after oneself. Let’s listen to what
Susan Scott says on the matter:
“The problem isn’t out there. It’s in here. We want employees to be engaged and feel included,
while we ourselves are detached, distracted, disengaged, focused on our to-do-lists. We want
others to bring that elusive, coveted “discretionary effort” in the door with them every day, but
we don’t have the time to engage in conversations that enrich our relationships with them. We
are busy, not to be found.
And even when we are willing to spend more time with people, we don’t want to get to close to
them. After all, there’s professional distance to maintain. Conversations and meetings that
create actual intimacy make us nervous and uncomfortable. Besides, intimacy requires too
much upkeep on an emotional level, and conversations and meetings that really engage and
include take too much time….
When you disengage from the world, fail to include it, the world disengages too, in equal
measure. It’s a two-step process, you and the world, you and your organisation. Your
colleagues, associates, employees lost interest in you because you’ve lost interest in them.
Calling them associates isn’t enough. If you want to engage and include the people who
surround you at work, then gain the capacity to connect with them at a deep level – or lower
your aim.”
—Susan Scott, Fierce Leadership
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It occurs to me that when it comes to the human something and the exercise of human-centred
leadership (which embodies that human something) we can learn something from the events that have
occurred at Market Basket. What happened? According to the Boston Globe (27th August article):
“For six weeks, we were mesmerized by the sight of thousands of grocery clerks, cashiers, and
other workers protesting at stores, on Facebook, and on the front pages of this paper. They did
so at great risk, without the protection of a union, not because they wanted higher wages, but
merely the return of their beloved boss, Arthur T. Demoulas.”
The CEO of Tesco was ousted in July 2014 due to poor performance. Not a single employee turned up
at company headquarters to demand his return to the CEO role. So why is it that thousands of
employees did turn up at headquarters and demand Arthur T’s return? What makes him beloved – so
highly loved? I share with you some quotes that I have come across on the net, from the likes of the
Boston Globe and the LA Times:
“He’s a tremendous human being that puts people above profits. He can walk through a store,
and if he’s met you once, he knows your name, he knows your wife, your husband, your kids,
where they are going to school.”
—Tom Trainor, District Supervisor
“He’ll walk into a warehouse and will stop and talk to everyone because he’s genuinely
concerned about them. He cares about families, he asks about your career goals, he will walk
up to part-timers and ask about them about themselves. To him, that cashier and that bagger
are just as important as the supervisors and the store management team.”
—Joe Schmidt, Store Operation Supervisor
“Artie is a people person, who places people before profits; he cares about you as an individual.
There’s good pay, good working conditions, good benefits. That’s why people people don’t
leave.”
—Joe Garon, Buyer
I wish to acknowledge those who show up for me as the unacknowledged leaders. The supervisors who
took a stand and risked all to getting “Artie” reinstated, knowing that they were likely to be dismissed.
And found themselves dismissed:








Tom Gordon, grocery supervisor;
Jim Lacourse, buyer;
Joe Garon, buyer;
Steve Paulenka, facilities and operation supervisor;
Tom Trainor, distribution supervisor;
Joe Schmidt, operations supervisor; and
Dean Joyce, warehouse supervisor.
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How to end this conversation? What is a fitting end? I leave you with the following two quotes:
“Every man has to obey the voice of his own conscience, and be his own master and seek the
Kingdom of God from within. For him there is no government that can control him …”
—Gandhi
“This is my commandment, that ye love one another, as I have loved you. Greater love hath no
man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.”
—Jesus (John 15:12-13)
Maz Iqbal, Independent Consultant
Experienced management consultant and customer strategist who has been grappling with
‘customer-centric business’ since early 1999.

Column: Human-Centered Leadership

Would Consumers Really Spend More For Better Service?
By Michael Lowenstein, Ph.D., CMC
Lately, there has been a fair amount of productive dialogue as to whether service and experience are
the same thing, i.e. a rose by any other name. It’s pretty well understood that service is a component
of overall experiential value delivery.
Sometimes it is differentiating, and offers consumers definite benefits – such as practiced by
companies like Zappos, Wegmans, Ritz Carlton, Rackspace, Southwest Airlines, Trader Joe’s, Amazon,
Baptist Health Care, and Zane’s Cycles. And sometimes it is just one of multiple factors which
contribute to customer loyalty or disloyalty behavior. Bob Thompson chronicled a part of this very well
in a recent, widely-read, blog, where he looked at customer experience vs. customer engagement.
Customer service and support is, then, an element of both engagement and experience; but, it is often
used as a surrogate term, to be inserted in place of either engagement or experience.
Recently, we’ve seen a public example of performance results from concentrating principally on service
enhancement and relabeling, or mislabeling, it as “customer experience,” while somewhat neglecting
product. The tacit belief at Sprint was that service, largely on its own, would drive customer behavior.
All of that said, there’s little argument that customer service, especially when practiced from a
proactive and emotionally-driven base, has economic value and should be seen as a contributor to
enterprise profitability rather than merely a passive, reactive, even grudging cost of doing business. As
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a support for this proposition, It is also often hypothesized that consumers would spend more with
companies providing better service. In this post, we’ll look at whether, and to what degree, this is true,
false, or somewhere in between.
For several years, up through its purchase by Oracle in 2012, RightNow Technologies commissioned a
study (conducted by Harris Interactive), where they stated that great customer service (which they
labeled as experience) influences downstream purchasing decisions – at least in online retail. A key
finding was that half of these consumers indicated that they would buy from an online retailer if they
had great customer service or a previous positive experience. After this positive result, 31% of
consumers said they purchased more from the retailer. Overall, RightNow found that 86% of
consumers would spend more for a better customer experience (CEI Report, 2011, RightNow)
Oracle released a research report in 2012 – “Why Customer Satisfaction Is No Longer Good Enough” –
in which it was revealed that 81% of consumers would be willing to pay more for a superior customer
service experience, with nearly half (44%) willing to pay a premium of more than 5% (Oracle Press
Release, December 2012).
More specific, so that the reader doesn’t have to parse whether the study is addressing customer
service or customer experience, was the American Express Global Customer Service Barometer, a 2011
survey covering the U.S. and nine other countries. The study explored attitudes and preferences
toward customer service. Among key findings, the study identified that 70% of Americans are willing to
spend an average of 13% more with companies they felt provided excellent customer service. This was
significantly higher than corresponding 2010 results (58% of Americans would spend 9% more). Note:
The flip side is that two-thirds of consumers said companies aren’t paying enough attention to service:
42% said companies don’t do anything extra to keep their business, and 22% thought that, through
passive service, companies take their business for granted.
Back to spending more for service. The American Express study found
that the willingness to spend more for superior service wasn’t confined
to the U.S. The average amount of additional spend ranged from 7% to
22 (box).
Looks compelling, doesn’t it? Well, though it seems like improved service
could represent a major business opportunity, this is one of those
instances where there is a big difference between what customers say
and what customers actually do.

Willing to Spend More?









India, 22%
Australia, 12%
Canada, 12%
U.K.. 10%
France, 9%
Italy, 9%
Germany, 8%
Netherlands, 7%

Before companies begin investing in improved customer service so they can raise prices, they need, for
example, to know exactly what processes to upgrade, and to what degree. This requires application of
research techniques like threshold analysis so they can determine which, of multiple alternatives –
more service staff, cut waiting time, enhanced self-service, use of service support communities,
improve first contact resolution, enhance customer interaction capabilities, proactive complaint
generation and handling, etc. – to improve.
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Even, however, if companies know how much, and where, to spend on service improvement, they have
to be fully assured that customers would see the difference and be willing to reward them, financially,
for it. Beyond the resources expended for enhanced service, they need to create brand image
recognition that this company now provides service that is so superior to competitors that there would
be real willingness for customers to spend more. That’s a very tall requirement, in the scaling Mt.
Everest category.
Sometimes, like Sprint, companies will invest in improved customer service, but not manage the value
of the overall experience well enough, and customers will still defect. More often, even if targeted
research and pilot testing more accurately reflects customer spending behavior, there isn’t much (or
not enough) concrete data to motivate businesses to spend on better service, such that they would
reap the rewards of increased customer dollars – so, they don’t.
Michael Lowenstein, Ph.D., CMC, Beyond Philosophy
Michael Lowenstein, Ph.D., CMC, is Thought Leadership Principal for Beyond
Philosophy, an international customer-centricity and customer experience
consultancy based in the U.S., member of Advisory Council, Customer Value Creation
International, and CustomerThink Advisor. He specializes in customer life cycle
management, strategic/profitable customer relationships, customer behavior
research, and employee performance research, consulting, and training, and he is the
author of six customer-centric strategy books and over 200 white papers and articles.
Column: Generating Customer Advocacy and Bonding Behavior

Will The Caveman Principle Save Face-to-Face Selling?
By Andrew Rudin
Disruption and upheaval are hot topics in business these days, and if you believe the marketing hype,
we just can’t get enough. With so much conversation about the “accelerating pace of change,” I began
to wonder about the veracity. “Pace of change” seems so hard to measure. That’s what led me to The
Caveman Principle. Turns out, things are not exactly what they seem. For about 1,000 centuries, we
humans have been pretty set in our ways.
“Our wants, dreams, personalities, and desires have probably not changed much in 100,000 years. We
probably still think like our caveman ancestors,” writes physicist Michio Kaku, author of The Future of
the Mind. “The point is: whenever there is a conflict between modern technology and the desires of
our primitive ancestors, these primitive desires win each time. That’s the Cave Man [or Cave Woman]
Principle.”
If you’re placing your strategic bets on face-to-face selling excellence, this is where things get
interesting. “By watching people up close, we feel a common bond and can also read their subtle body
language to find out what thoughts are racing through their heads. This is because our apelike
© Copyright 2015 CustomerThink Corp.
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ancestors, many thousands of years before they developed speech, used body language almost
exclusively to convey their thoughts and emotions,” Kaku says.
Lately, it seems, people have walked upright all over his idea. Analytics and marketing automation
dominate business development mindshare, and with good reason: knowledge workers are starved for
insight, and automation is “repeatable and scalable.” “Do more with less!” Who could argue? The
question remains: are analytics and automation empowering for people-to-people connectedness, or
numbing, like a shot of novocaine? The answer, I believe, is “yes.” They’re both.
The Caveman Principle is important because it exposes gnawing questions that have gotten buried
under sedimentary layers of hype:
1. Are there limits for how much cognitive separation can exist between buyers and sellers before
relationships become ineffective or dysfunctional? If so, what are the boundaries?
2. Can remote measurement alone adequately explain or predict buyer behavior?
3. Are auto-analytics sufficient for monitoring sales effectiveness and productivity?
4. If “The Caveman Principle” is true, can vendors capitalize on revenue opportunities by providing
more (and better) face-to-face, or “high-touch” buying experiences?
5. If face-to-face interactions between buyers and sellers hold crucial importance, what information
about them needs to be captured, collected, and shared, and how can that be accomplished?

Right now, I don’t have the answers to these questions (though I’m working on it). But I do know that
in the rush toward marketing automation, a wedge has been inadvertently driven between vendors
and customers. Emblematic of the divide is that along the way, practitioners coined the blandified and
faceless term, “user experience.” And some industries have given up the long-shriveled, vestigial
“personal” part of “personal selling.” Some of this was inevitable. In my early sales career, “customer
self-service” did not exist outside of retail. In 1980, the term “empowered buyer” meant negotiating
leverage. Today, that term carries a far more expansive connotation.
The Caveman Principle means that for vendors, there is potential durable competitive advantage for
“being there” with customers. For that reason, face-to-face selling won’t likely vanish. Sure, shifting
information power from sellers to buyers—and from buyers back to sellers—will continue to cause sea
changes that create pressure within value chains, fostering new opportunities and risks. But as Kaku
writes, “The lesson is that one medium never annihilates a previous one, but coexists with it. It is the
mix and relationship among these media that constantly change.”
Andrew Rudin, Contrary Domino Partners

Andrew (Andy) Rudin serves as Managing Principal of Contrary Domino Partners, and
helps B2B companies identify, assess, and manage a broad spectrum of revenue
risks. He has a successful background as a technology sales strategist, marketer,
account executive, and product manager. Andy has a BS in marketing and an MS in
information technology, both from the University of Virginia.
Column: Navigating Revenue Uncertainty
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Your Product, Future and Employees: Three Customer Experience
Pillars of Growth
By Bob Hayes, PhD
Customer experience touch points are not created equal. Findings from a study of six B2B technology
companies highlight the top customer experience touch points that drive different kinds of business
growth. What helps businesses acquire new customers is not the same as what helps them keep
customers or improve their share of wallet.
Businesses are looking to the field of customer experience management (CEM) to help them better
understand how to improve customer loyalty and, consequently, business growth. The field of CEM can
tell us a lot about how to grow companies. First, to have a growing business (e.g., improve profit,
maximize lifetime value of customers), you need to have customers who engage in three different
types of loyalty behaviors.
Each type of customer loyalty leads to different types of business growth. To experience growth
through new customers, you need customers to advocate on your behalf by recommending you to
their friends and colleagues. To experience growth through increased share-of-wallet, you need
customers to deepen their purchasing relationship with you by buying additional/different products or
expanding your product footprint throughout their company. Finally, to experience growth through
existing relationships, you need customers to stay with you by not jumping ship to your competitors.
Companies who optimize these three types of loyalty outperform their counterparts who do not.

Table 1. Satisfaction with CX Touch Points and their Impact on Different Types of Customer Loyalty
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CEM is about managing your customers’ interactions with and perceptions about your company or
brand. Improve the customer experience and increases in customer loyalty will follow. The question
becomes: Of the different CX touch points, which ones are primarily responsible for high customer
loyalty and business growth? To answer this question, I looked at customer survey results of six B2B
companies in the software / technology industry. Each client distributed a standardized customer
relationship survey (Customer Relationship Diagnostic) to their customers, asking them to provide
ratings (0 – extremely dissatisfied / not at all likely – to 10 – extremely satisfied/likely) about the health
of the customer relationship in two areas:
1. Satisfaction with six different CX touch points: ease of doing business, product, sales / account
management, technical support, communication from company and future product/company
direction
2. Customer loyalty across three dimensions: advocacy, purchasing and retention. Customers
were asked about their likelihood of engaging in different types of loyalty behaviors in the
future (e.g., advocacy loyalty: recommend, buy again; purchasing loyalty: expand product
throughout company, buy different types of solutions; retention loyalty: renew service
contract, leave to competitor).
For each of the six surveys, I calculated the average rating for each CX area and the correlations of CX
ratings with each loyalty metric. The correlation coeffi cient indicates the strength of relationship
between satisfaction with a specific CX touch point and customer loyalty. To get a picture of a typical
B2B company, I averaged the results across the six different companies. Table 1 contains these
aggregated results.
Satisfaction with the Customer Experience is More About Creating Advocates
As see in Table 1, satisfaction ratings with the customer experience have a higher correlation with
advocacy loyalty (r=.66) than with purchasing (r=.34) or retention loyalty (r=.39). While the customer
experience impacts different types of loyalty, it appears to be especially important to increasing
advocacy behavior. The other two types of loyalty, purchasing and retention, are less impacted by the
customer experience as a whole.
For Business Growth, Customer Experience Touch Points are Not Created
Equal
If we look at the correlations within each type of loyalty separately (see Figure 1), we see how
important each CX touch point is to different types of business growth. We found that different CX
touch points impact loyalty differently:




For advocacy loyalty, the top two drivers are “product quality” and “ease of doing business.”
For purchasing loyalty, the top two drivers are “future product / company direction” and
“communication from the company.”
For retention loyalty, the top two drivers are “sales / account management” and “product
quality.”
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Knowing which CX improvement initiative to tackle
first is oftentimes an exercise in guesswork. The
current results, however, paint somewhat of a clear
picture about how to grow your business. Which
customer experience touch points are the most
important to driving three different types of B2B
growth?
1. Growth through new customers
Acquiring new customers is key to a sustainable
business. You want/need your customers to be
advocates for your brand, to recommend you to
their friends and family. To improve advocacy
loyalty, you need to ensure you are excelling in
these two areas:




Product Quality. Customers come to you for
the product/service you offer. If you’re a
tablet manufacturer, deliver the best tablet
in the market. If you’re a wireless provider,
deliver reliable and broad wireless
coverage. Satisfy your customers on the
basics and you will likely get new customers
through word-of-mouth referrals.
Ease of doing business. Be frictionless. Try
to build customer-facing processes that are
simple and straightforward and minimize
the number of steps your customers need
to take to contact you, buy from you or
resolve customer service issues. You may
have the best product in the world, but if
customers find it difficult to do business
with you, they are less likely to become
advocates for your brand.

2. Growth through deepening existing
customer relationships
Another way to grow your company is to improve
up/cross-selling to existing customers. You need to
deliver the right customer experience that results in
customers buying additional/different solutions from
you or customers expanding your products throughout
their company. To improve purchasing loyalty, you
need to ensure you are excelling in these two areas:

Figure 1. The Impact of CX Touch Points on
Different Types of Customer Loyalty
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Future Product / Company Direction. Your customers want to know that you will be around for
a long time. Their perception of your future products and company direction is likely a measure
of trust (that you will be there in the future). Become a thought-leader in your space so you can
shape the conversation in your industry. When you are developing your product road map,
involve your customers to ensure your product plans address your customers’ future business
needs.
Communicate with customers. Improving satisfaction with your communications is especially
important in a B2B technology setting where existing clients are inundated with sales and
marketing materials. To improve these communications, be sure to include content about your
company’s future plans (see above), including product road maps, training events and company
news, and how they align with your customers’ future business goals. The better you can
communicate your long-term story, the more likely you will be to broaden your product
footprint in current accounts.

3. Growth through customer retention
Another way to grow your company is to ensure you are not losing existing customers (at least
minimize the loss). Not only are long-term customers easier to service, they also provide a predictable
revenue stream. The CX area that seems to have the most impact on whether your customers stay or
leave is Sales / Account Management.
In the B2B technology world, sales/account managers typically have the most influence on the
customers, especially early in the relationship. They establish the initial tone of the relationship by
communicating your company’s value proposition and setting customer expectations about the
product (tell the truth about what it can and cannot do). People like to be around people they like and
trust. Look to human resources for help in hiring a knowledgeable, honest, and service-oriented sales
staff. Then give them the tools to be successful at their job. It’s hard for customers to leave you when
they like your customer-facing employees.
Summary
Grow your company by increasing different types of customer loyalty. The findings of this study is that
gaining new customers, expanding existing relationships and keeping customers around for the longhaul each require different efforts. To gain new customers, you need to make a solid product and make
it easy to do business with you. To improve your up-selling and cross-selling capabilities, you need to
know where you are headed and communicate that path effectively to your customers. Finally, to
decrease customer churn, you need to hire the right people.
The bottom line about what drives your customers:
1.
2.
3.

Your product/solution gets customers in the door.
Your future direction opens up their wallets.
Your employees make them stay.

It is important to note that the results of this study address the “typical” B2B technology company. The
top drivers of customer loyalty will likely vary across industry, company type (B2C) and other factors.
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So, be sure to conduct a customer relationship survey of your customers to identify what is important
to them. Use this information when setting your company strategy to ensure you are working on
improving the right CX areas of your business to grow through new and existing customers.
Bob Hayes, PhD, AnalyticsWeek
Bob E. Hayes, PhD is the Chief Research Officer at AnalyticsWeek and president of
Business Over Broadway. He calls himself a scientist, analyst, blogger and author on
customer experience management (CEM) and analytics (Beyond the Ultimate
Question and Measuring Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty).

Column: Best Practices in Measurement and Analytics

Give Customers a Service Souvenir
By Chip Bell
Circuses do it; spectator sports do it; and, any good family reunion will do it as well. You leave with a
souvenir reminding you of that special experience. My attic is full of memorabilia from awesome
experiences. There is the bobble head doll I got at Yellowstone, the spinning light my grandkids got at
the circus, and tons of other nostalgia-making objects cavalcading magic moments like a scrapbook.
Why not spread the concept to delivering great service experiences?
Nordstrom is famous for service souvenirs. “We try to guess what is beyond the customer’s purchase,”
says John McClesky of the men’s suits department at their Dallas store. “If a customer buy’s a sports
jacket, the obvious extension might be slacks or a tie. If you learn the customer is buying the jacket for
a cruise, you might explore dressy shorts, an ascot or a Panama hat.” John continues: “But, slipping a
complimentary set of collar stays in the newly purchased jacket pocket (a frequently forgotten item on
a trip) can leave a customer absolutely awed.”
What are the features of an awe-inspiring service souvenir? It needs to unexpected, simple and
appropriate. And, it becomes an attraction tool when it brings customers back. Lake Oconee Spirits
sent me a birthday card this year. They obviously check my ID when I buy an adult beverage. Tucked
inside the card was a coupon giving me a 10% discount on my favorite brand of joy juice. The card
impressed me but I was blown away by the personalization of the discount coupon. Not just any
beverage, mind you…my special beverage!
A neighborhood friend tore down a shed in his side yard. The ugly shed was in stark contrast to the rest
of his highly coiffured lawn. He decided to make the available area a flower garden complete with
birdhouses and a lattice covered sitting area. When it came time to purchase plants and ornamental
trees for the new area, he took along his six-year-old granddaughter, Amy. The sales person at the
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nursery treated Amy as his “helper” and even asked her opinion on the plants, to the delight of my
friend.
Amy was over at my friend’s house when the plants and trees were delivered. After all were placed in
the spots where they would be planted, the driver had one more plant in the cab of his truck. It was a
small, aromatic rosemary plant with a tag that read, “Amy’s plant.” She was thrilled and got to
personally choose the spot where it would be planted. Now, every time she visits “Paw Paw,” she races
to the side yard to check on the growth of “her” plant. But, here is the most important part. Whenever
someone visits my friend’s garden or seeks his input on a good place to buy plants, or asks about any
topic even remotely related to horticulture, that person will get to hear the “Amy’s Plant” story.
Service souvenirs delight. Service souvenirs create a story the recipient is eager to share. And, they
embellish and adorn the pleasant memory with a trail right back to initial encounter. More than a
customer retention strategy, service souvenirs are devoted fan-making strategies.
Chip Bell, Chip Bell Group
Chip R. Bell is the founder of the Chip Bell Group (chipbell.com) and a renowned
keynote speaker and customer loyalty consultant. Dr. Bell has authored several bestselling books including The 9 1/2 Principles of Innovative Service and, with John
Patterson, Take Their Breath Away. His newest book, Sprinkles: Creating Awesome
Experiences Through Innovative Service, will be released in February, 2015.
Column: Innovative Service: Creating Awesome Experiences

4 Tips for Achieving Competitively Differentiating Personalization
By Ernan Roman
Per research findings, traditional “personalization” does not satisfy the needs of today’s consumers.
B2B and B2C customers are defining personalization as providing very targeted content based on their
individual preferences. Following are 4 tips for achieving competitively differentiating personalization.
Tip #1 – Understand what personalization means to your customers.
Personalization is not what you want to say/sell. It’s about what your customers want to receive. For
today’s empowered consumers, personalization is a basic expectation. A key point, per Voice of
Customer (VoC) research conducted by our firm indicates that effective personalization is viewed by
customers as a service and benefit, not just a sales tool. However, per this quote from the VoC
research, customers want real personalization;
“I expect more than just ‘we’ve looked at everything you’ve bought over the last X months and
this is what we think you’ll like’. With today’s technology, I expect much more than that!”
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Companies such as MassMutual and Microsoft who have committed to the discipline of providing
preference-based personalization have achieved double digit increases in response and revenue.
The key action for providing truly meaningful personalization is to understand what is most important
to your customers and how they can tell you their preferences via a convenient and easily navigated
preference center or opt-in/opt-out form. Enabling customers to provide information to control
communications they receive will get you a uniquely powerful database populated with interested and
engaged customers.
Tip #2 – Preference information is the true driver of personalization.
Another finding from VoC research conducted by our company, ERDM, indicates that BtoB and BtoC
customers are willing to provide deep preference information if they see the value and are assured of
improved levels of personalization. This research finding has emerged so consistently, that we refer to
it as the Reciprocity of Value Equation. This fundamentally reframes data privacy concerns as a
beneficial exchange of information that improves the customer experience. The following research
quote sums up the feelings of B2B and B2C buyers:
“I am now less willing to sort through spray and pray “marketing stuff” to uncover the few
relevant messages. I expect marketers to find me and provide relevant offers based on my
individual needs and preferences.”
The key action for establishing a personalization-driven customer engagement program is to provide
obvious value in exchange for preference-based information. Customers have said that they will update
and refresh their information as long as they keep receiving value from marketers. Therefore, the
significant takeaway is that:





BtoB and BtoC customers will supply deep levels of information if they trust the brand and see
value.
Consumers will actively opt-in to sharing detailed personal preference information in exchange
for the marketer’s promise to deliver relevant information and offers. This also applies to not
sending communications that are not relevant per their stated preferences.
Marketers need to understand how their customers define the Reciprocity of Value Equation
with their specific company.

Tip #3 – Communication has to be meaningful and relevant to the individual –
to be seen as truly personalized.
There is no “one size fits all” when it comes to personalization. Segmentation and personalized content
drive true personalization.
The key action is to deliver on the personalization experience customers tell you they want by
implementing the following:


Segmentation by customer lifecycle stage with your company to determine appropriate
communications.
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Determine consumer attitudes/expectations of products and product categories.
Develop offers for each consumer and customer “group” segment by using a mix of sources;
transactional data, collaborative filtering, opt-in in preferences, social monitoring, VoC, etc.
Deliver these personalized offers/communication via the consumer’s preferred channel and
frequency.

Tip #4 – The customer “payoff” from personalization must be a truly
personalized experience
Songza, recently acquired by Google, disrupted the music streaming world by creating a Concierge to
provide increasingly personalized music playlists. The music curation experience is the result of 7 data
variables; day of the week, time of day, location, device type, weather, observed preferences of others
and observed personal preferences.
Another example of personalization through product curation is Stitch Fix, an online personal styling
service that ships customers a hand-picked selection of clothing and accessories based on their
individual style, size, lifestyle and budget. The company asks customers to opt-in and fill out a 15 page
Style Profile with over 66 characteristics which are then used to help personalize product selections. In
an important twist, a real live personal stylist handpicks a “Fix” of five clothing items and accessories
unique to that customer who then buys what they want or returns the rest. Company growth has
skyrocketed because they provide customers with a personalized, individual “fix” and experience.
Key Takeaways







Differentiate your company by providing truly personalized experiences, communications and
offers.
Involve your customers in defining their own experience with you. If you show them by your
actions that you are “listening to their voice” and “acting” on their input, they will recognize
that their participation in providing their preference information is indeed beneficial.
Customers and prospects view personalization as the next step in a company’s commitment to
service excellence
Personalization is viewed as a service and benefit, not just a sales tool.
Personalized communication specific to the customers’ interests and buying history are valueadded triggers that are welcomed by customers.

Ernan Roman, Ernan Roman Direct Marketing
Ernan Roman, President, ERDM, was inducted into the DMA Marketing Hall of Fame
based on results companies achieve with three Customer Experience methodologies
he created: Voice of Customer Relationship Research, Integrated Direct Marketing
and Opt-in Marketing. ERDM specializes in conducting Voice of Customer research
to identify Customer Experience strategies that generate significant increases in
response and revenue for clients including IBM, MassMutual, QVC and Microsoft.
Column: Innovations in Voice of Customer-Driven Customer Engagement
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Business-to-Business Customer Experience: What’s It Like?
By Lynn Hunsaker
What is it like to be a customer when both you and your suppliers are manufacturers? More than
meets the eye. And a large percentage of the world’s gross domestic product comes from these
customers. You’ll find them in industries such as these: aviation, chemicals, defense, computer
hardware, construction, energy, industrial automation, machinery, medical devices, and packaging, just
to name a few.
Industrial customers have a lot riding on most things they buy. High-pressure components of their
customer experience include their reputation, productivity, time-to-market, cycle time, assets usage,
opportunity cost, substantial financial risk, and career paths.
B2B Customer Loyalty
B2B buying decisions are often complicated. Putting all your eggs in one basket, so to speak, may not
make good business sense. A major equipment manufacturer once found themselves in more than a
tight squeeze when a supplier of a critical, unique part had a fire in their factory. It took the supplier
several weeks to get back on their feet, and this customer was, of course, one of many whose orders
the supplier needed to expedite. Naturally, there was a snowball effect of bad economics for every
business downstream. B2B customers are leery of granting “sole supplier” status. And rightly so.
Contingency plans are a must in life. It almost always makes more business sense for critical
components to have at least two suppliers. Getting preferred supplier status is a huge coup for a B2B
supplier.
B2B Decision Influencers
With so much at stake, the selection of trustworthy suppliers who match your requirements can’t be
left to individual buyers. First of all, there are many aspects of a purchase that the customer must
consider: safety, quality, financial, regulatory compliance, shipping and packaging for reliable yet easy
receiving, preferences among those who will be handling the product in their day-to-day work, overall
fit with the company’s or plant’s strategy (including long-term relationships with their customers and
other stakeholders, environmental stewardship, etc.), scientific specifications, and downstream
customer concerns. Roles often include project manager, foreman, estimator, purchasing manager,
general manager, facilities, IT, legal, and manufacturing. As such, “it takes a village” to decide to buy:
what, when, how much, from whom, and under what conditions. Some of these decision influencers
are known to a typical supplier, while others have behind-the-scenes say-so that can derail a deal.
To infuse some sanity into all this complexity the customer company is likely to establish a Supplier
Management group, which may or may not include the Procurement department. Usually the roles are
separate. Supplier Management establishes standards for qualifying as a supplier, conducts audits of
product at the supplier factory or upon receipt, conducts business management and financial viability
audits, provides certification levels to qualifying suppliers, and so forth. Procurement typically pursues
attractive terms, handles the purchase orders and other paperwork, and works with Legal to minimize
risk. Note that the sanity infused by Supplier Management is generally for the customer’s benefit, and
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often creates significant administrative burdens on suppliers, and also may obscure the reality of all
the decision influencers.
Post-Purchase Touch-points
The greatness of B2B purchase complexity, risk, and stakeholders usually leads to extensive
interactions between the customer and supplier companies for a long time after the initial purchase.
There’s much more than a call center involved. Engineers may be requested formally or informally to
visit their counterpart (electrical, mechanical, chemical, industrial, software, etc.) to work out the
details in creation and use of the product. Specialists at one or both companies may be called in to
conversations with the supplier’s account team, or ad hoc as needs arise. As is frequently the case with
call centers, customers typically share a LOT of extremely high-value anecdotal information that
seldom gets captured in these informal interactions, and even more rarely is acted upon by the group
that could prevent recurrence of an issue or be proactive with customers’ creative ideas.
B2B Customer Experience Influencers
While a consumer may visit various geographies within a short span, B2B customers are omni-present
in numerous geographies. This makes consistency of the customer experience even more important, as
inconsistencies can erode trust. Respect of local nuances is appreciated, while similar responsiveness,
quality, and affordability are desired globally. B2B customers talk with one another at trade shows,
symposiums, and trade association events. Sometimes one company takes the lead on an issue that is
followed by the others. In some B2B industries, technology alliances are formed between a couple or
few customer companies to share risk, combine resources, or meet a need of their collective
customers. In all these cases, suppliers must be savvy about all of these influences in order to stay
relevant, serve customers well, and make the most of emerging opportunities.
High Stakes Winners
What’s B2B customer experience like? It’s challenging! Building strong relationships with suppliers is
highly desirable, especially when it comes to critical components. B2B suppliers who have the best
understanding of and “best fit” for their customers are obvious winners in this serious world of high
stakes.
Lynn Hunsaker, ClearAction
Lynn Hunsaker centers your business on customers. Her extensive CX career started
in 1991, leading a 20-country customer sat design taskforce. ClearAction’s CX ROI
maturity assessment, coaching, skill-building, and CX enablement consulting help
you accelerate enduring profit growth.

Column: Optimizing the B2B Customer Experience
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Top 10 Practices of Customer Experience Leaders
By Bob Thompson
I recently had the pleasure of keynoting two Contact Center Day conferences (organized by E-Contact)
in Santiago, Chile and Lima, Perú. Customer Experience (CX) thinking and investment is on the rise,
based on speaking with E-Contact’s founder Juan Carlos Bavestrello, sponsors, and delegates. As you
might expect, for these events everyone was focused on customer service, but you can be sure I
pointed out that this is only part of the complete customer experience.
While there is plenty of talk about improving the customer experience, and general head nodding that
“someday” it can pay off in customer satisfaction, revenue growth and shareholder value, privately
people told me that managing cost is still critical. I think the low-hanging fruit in Chile and Perú is fixing
customer service issues that add extra effort to the customer (decreasing customer sat) and the agent
(increasing cost). Using FCR seems to be growing in popularity and was promoted by some of the other
presenters.
The bulk of my presentation was devoted to the CX practices that differentiate better-performing
companies. To prepare, I pulled data from my recent customer-centric benchmark study of 25 different
practices across five broad themes of customer listening, analytics, employee empowerment,
innovation and customer delight.
Here are the top 9 most relevant and (statistically) significant CX practices linked to better business
performance, grouped into three broad categories:
Listen
1. Understand Customer Loyalty Drivers
2. Get Feedback From Multiple Sources
3. Close Loop from Feedback to Action
Empower
4. Hire “Customer Friendly” People
5. Support with Tools, Info & Resources
6. Train to Deliver at “Moment of Truth”
Delight
7. Identify High Impact Interactions
8. Understand Role of People vs. Systems
9. Proactively Plan to Surprise Customers

And the 10th? Managers setting a good example!
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(Note: the order of these practices does not indicate relative importance, nor the order in which they
should be implemented. All were found to be statistically significant.)
As I said to these groups, what’s interesting about this list is that there are no “silver bullets.” CX
leaders don’t have some magical practice that no one else has thought of. Furthermore, leaders aren’t
doing a perfect job of executing on these practices, either. What’s different about leaders vs. laggards
is the completeness of executing against these practices. Leaders listen to customers, empower
employees, and delight customers better. They do a better job of creating the organization “habits”
which I discuss in my book Hooked On Customers.
Number 10 was a bit of a surprise in my study. I was expecting that measurement and reward
programs would be key differentiators. Instead, respondents from the “leader” segment scored
significantly higher on managers “walking the talk.”
For business leaders who want to turn CX good intentions into a real competitive advantage, they’ll
need to hone these 10 practices, including showing they’re serious through personal behavior.
Bob Thompson, CustomerThink Corp.

Bob Thompson is CEO of CustomerThink Corp., an independent research and
publishing firm focused on customer-centric business management, and
Founder/Editor-in-Chief of CustomerThink.com, the world’s largest community
dedicated to customer-centric business. Thompson is a popular international
keynote speaker, blogger and author of Hooked On Customers: The Five Habits of
Legendary Customer-Centric Companies.
Column: Making Customer-Centricity a Habit

How B2B Companies Approach Customer Alignment
By Christine Crandell
Despite the multitude of articles, books and webinars on how to deliver the experience customers will
value, people are confused. The confusion is not about whether customer-alignment is a good idea but
rather where to start, the approach to use, and how best to proceed.
Recently, I asked a group of B2B CMOs and VPs how they were approaching customer-alignment. They
were confused by the multiple and often conflicting approaches and overwhelmed by the claims
touted by consultants, software vendors, outsourcers, professional services providers and “thought
leaders”. They were paralyzed by worry that picking the wrong approach would lead to dire
consequences for the company and them personally.
So they sit on the sidelines.
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To response to increasing pressure to drive better customer experience, they resort to tactical
improvements that optimize campaigns, user generated content, relationship with sales, and spend
more time visiting customers. But lead an organization-wide customer-alignment transformation; not
much other than talk is happening there.
Not only are the various approaches confusing, these CMOs felt they couldn’t determine which ones
deliver measurable and sustainable increases in customer loyalty and revenue. Demonstrable ROI is
key since CEOs have no appetite to spend money on ‘leaps of faith’. Without the ability to point to
tangible proof, CMOs choose lip service, low-risk/low-return approaches and department-level
customer alignment initiatives that are within their sphere of control. While it feels like they are
making progress, the lack of results speaks for themselves.
What B2B CMOs want is a decoder ring that guides them on which approach to use to achieve what
types of results. One SaaS CMO asked me, “Tell when to use surveys or NPS or focus groups.” What
that CMO and others are looking for is a simple and clear guide – if they want to improve campaign
conversion use this approach; to improve sales productivity, apply this approach, etc.
This highlights how early the customer experience movement is. Marketing, as a whole, has yet to
come to terms that customer-alignment operates on two levels: Customer lifecycle and interaction
points. You cannot fix the latter without first understanding the former. Equally you cannot align your
organization to the lifecycle expectations of your customers without understanding the elements (who,
what, where, why, how) of each interaction (employee, system, reputation, message, etc.).
This disconnect between the understanding marketers have of the customer alignment transformation
process and the various approaches explains why they gravitate to NPS, EFM, surveys or purported
end-to-end CEM/CX platforms. In the search for the proverbial silver bullet, many are beginning to
realize there is no one-size fits-all methodology for aligning employees, strategy, processes and
technology to customer expectations.
Some methodologies, like Thunderhead Engagement 3.0, New Business Strategies’ Sellers’ Compass™,
and ClearAction, are more comprehensive than others in spelling out how companies should go about
transforming into customer-aligned organizations. What sets these methodologies apart is they
incorporate different approaches based on the level of insight sought. While the core premise of these
approaches is different none are perfect for every situation, customer segment, or company.
Robin Caputo, CMO of Datavail, a database management vendor, is a forward thinking marketer
leading the company’s customer-alignment initiative. She and her team started by conducting
qualitative interviews, many of them face-to-face on-site customer discussions, to develop journey
maps. The scope of information and the level of detail captured enabled her identify the journey
patterns that drove customer segmentation and campaign plans. But they also revealed a number of
questions about what content customers valued at which stages. Caputo and team turned to surveys
and incorporated additional questions to inside sales’ script to the get the answers. Caputo’s plan to
become customer-alignment was rooted in first understanding the overall lifecycle journey and
customer expectations while the rest of her team understood the details of specific interactions points
and the data they needed to act.
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Deep understanding of B2B customer behavior, expectations, emotions, etc. can only be discovered
when in close proximity to customers. Once patterns have been identified, other methods further
away from the customer can be used like those list in the diagram.
There is a correlation in how actionable information is and how it was obtained. That’s why NPS does
not tell you how to fix customer churn or big data analytics tell you why a customer made a certain
decision.

Action-ability refers to the extent to which the data can be acted on by the organization to improve a
specific touch point, customer situation or metric. Much of the data we collect informs us at a general
level on what is happening but doesn’t give enough specifics to drive behavior, processes or systems
change. For example, qualitative interviews, conducted correctly, can result in a very detailed journey
map that drives business process, employee behavior or training changes. Win/loss interviews, on the
other hand, can highlight behaviors or situations that contributed to the win or loss. If a specific
behavior or situation comes up often enough and described clearly, the sales or marketing team can
act on it.
The degree of action-ability depends on how customer information was gathered. As you move down
the diagram, the information captured becomes increasingly more general and less actionable. That
doesn’t mean all customer interaction and alignment data must come from face-to-face interviews.
Rather companies need to plan out their information needs along with identifying the right approach.
Think of it as a stair step process. At the top of the stairs you need a detailed, comprehensive
understanding of customer behavior and expectations – through their eyes. That is best accomplished
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with qualitative research which reveals areas where you have additional questions or need more
clarity. Depending on the question you can either conduct a Customer Advisory Board session or, if the
questions are very clear and defined, conduct a survey.
As you act on the information you’ll need to use different approaches to measure and gain insight into
specific interactions. For example, Enterprise Feedback Management (EFM) is a good at capturing
specific details about a specific customer interaction in a way that employees can act on it.
The key in selecting a method to use is — can you act on the data?
“Marketers have so much data now; the challenge is to gain insight from that data that you can act on
and translate to enhanced marketing performance,” said Caputo. “We know our buyers’ journey will
never be finished, especially as we gain more Fortune 100 clients with multiple personas. But the initial
data and insight we’ve gathered is pointing us in the right direction and delivering results.”
By understanding the many ways of becoming customer-aligned and knowing which method to use to
capture actionable data, Datavail’s customer alignment initiative is a core part of Caputo’s strategy and
is delivering measurable results.
Christine Crandell, New Business Strategies
An accomplished and passionate leader, Christine Crandell has over 20 years
strategy and marketing experience in enterprise technology. An expert in defining,
implementing and sustaining transformative strategy, Christine is a serial CMO and
has served as CEO, COO, and board of director advisor to dozens of early and growth
stage private and public companies.
Column: Best Practices to Become Customer-Aligned

To Succeed as a Chief Customer Officer, You Must Know Your
Company’s Power Core
By Jeanne Bliss
The Chief Customer Officer (CCO) job is as much about knowing what motivates people as it is about
getting the job done. I find that the keys to motivation lie in understanding the company Power Core.
Understanding the strength and pull of the Power Core uncovers the hot spots and potholes for driving
a customer profitability culture. It frames the scope of work required to influence change. It provides
clarity on the approach to take in creating partnerships with leaders and in motivating people within
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the organization through the change process. And it zeroes in on the corporate machine’s motivation
and ability to drive movement toward customer profitability.
Most companies have a predominant Power Core. It is the place of strength from which the business
emanates. Frequently it is the strongest skill set in the company, or the most comfortable to senior
executives. Because executives know the Power Core best, people gravitate to perform in that area.
Success in the power core area is assuredly met with acknowledgement and reward. The Power Core
can be the most influential in directing the silos, and is one of the biggest determinants of how success,
metrics, recognition, and company growth are defined inside the corporate machine.
Throughout all my years of driving change I’ve found that the complexity and scale of work required to
drive customer profitability and loyalty into the business model is greatly impacted by the strength of
the Power Core and its distance from the customer.
The Elephant in the Room
The interesting thing about the Power Core is that it is an unusually strong, yet often unspoken force.
But don’t under estimate the power of its pull. Because executives make decisions through the filter of
the Power Core, people will want to perform there…they will gravitate to perform where the
enthusiasm is the highest, the understanding is the easiest, and the rewards are the greatest.
As a soldier inside the corporate machine, which would you choose? Would you focus on something
people talk about in high level terms but which has no day-to-day accountability or compensation tied
to it (a.k.a. “the customer thing”)? Or would you excel at your quarterly sales goals, which you receive
urgent email messages on, receive quarterly spiffs for meeting target, and have posted stack-rankings
which compare you to your peers?
The end game is to incorporate the drive for managing customer profitability into the Power Core.
Because these goals and actions remain elusive, they’re simply not called for with the same level of
gusto. In many cases, they’re not called for at all. Especially where there’s success at “pumping out
sales,” saturating the marketplace and growth, or where the product demands continued updates and
“captive customer loyalty,” it is difficult to take the time out to do what people consider the slow work
of process, connecting the efforts across the organization and even counting the number and value of
customers that go in and out your doors. The customer stuff always seems to be something to layer on
top of the real work, rather than being part of the work itself. It’s often seen as the competition.
Six Predominant Power Cores. Identify Yours
There are six common Power Cores, which consistently have a say in how things go inside the
corporate machine. You’ll likely find one of them to be the dominant factor in decision-making and
direction in your company. You may also see another in a supporting second place of strength. Here
are the six Power Cores which I’ve found to have the greatest impact on driving customer profitability
inside the corporate machine.
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Product Power Core

Marketing Power Core

Sales Power Core

Product development is the focus.
The product is the company in the
marketplace and in the boardroom.
Metrics are about new products, size
of products, getting products out
and speed of product development
and competitive progress of
products in relation to competitors.

Marketing defines the tenor and
tone of the relationship with
customers. Customer relationship
may be collapsed to marketing
campaigns and tactics. Brand at the
advertising messaging level is
emphasized, but the implications for
how to tie that to the experience can
fall short.

Motivation is toward making the
numbers and performance is
measured in short term sales goals
and targets. Sales targets are the
strongest and most tracked
corporate metrics. Frequently the
organization hasn’t worked together
to ensure that the “after the sale”
experience delivers on the promise
of the sale.

Vertical Business Power Core

Technology Power Core

Customer Power Core

A business discipline is the specialty
and forms the core of power. For
example; the business focuses
strongly to be proficient in the
discipline of insurance. The metrics
revolve on the execution of an
industry, frequently “as it’s always
been done.” Processes can be
inward focused rather than
customer delivery focused.

As the bulk of spending related to IT
projects far exceeds other financial
requirements, IT has been given
power in determining the priorities
of the organization. Not just in
computer resources, but by having a
large say in representing, selecting
and enabling IT dependent projects
across the organization.

Company decisions emanate from
understanding what will drive
greatest value to customers in the
short and long term. Driving
profitable customers aligns
marketing, sales, product
development; service, IT and
operations investment. They
connect to enable optimum product
and sales execution to ensure
optimum customer value is
delivered.

Identify Your Company Power Core
Determining three dimensions of your business will do the job to define the Power Core and give you
the sense you need to understand the scale and complexity of the job ahead:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How does the company define itself?
What metrics are called for the most?
What successes are people rewarded for?
What competencies are stressed? Which are considered “optional” or up to the individual
zealots to nurture and push in the organization?

Jeanne Bliss, CustomerBLISS

Jeanne Bliss was a CCO for 25 years, and now runs CustomerBliss where she leads
customer experience transformation around the world with CCOs and the C-Suite.
Her two best-selling books are Chief Customer Officer and I love you more than my
Dog. Her third, Chief Customer Officer 2.0 is coming out in June, 2015. She is the
co-founder of the Customer Experience Professionals Association.
Column: Chief Customer Officer Toolkit
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